An intense electromagnetic pulse can create a weak of plasma oscillations through the action of the nonlinear ponderomotive force. Electrons trapped in the wake can be accelerated to high energy. Existing where k~i s the wave number of the plasma wave. ' Such a wake is most effectively generated if the length of the electromagnetic wave packet is half the wavelength of the plasma waves in the make:
Earlier Fermi' and McMillan' considered cosmic-ray particle acceleration by moving magnetic fields' or electromagnetic waves. ' In terms of the realizable laboratory technology for collective accelerators, present-day electron beams' yield electric fields of -10' V/cm and power densities of 10" W/cm'.
On the other hand, the glass laser technology is capable of delivering a power density of 10" W/ cm', and, as we shall see, an electric field of 10' V/cm. We propose a mechanism for utilizing this high-power electromagnetic radiation from lasers to accelerate electrons to high energies in a short distance. The details of this mechanism are examined through the use of computer simulation. Meanwhile, there have been a few works for particle acceleration using lasers. Chan 
=ye+~yrec .
An electron achieves maximum energy when it reverses its acceleration in the wave frame. where the right-hand side refers to the wave frame quantities (k~" '=k~/y), k" is the photon wave number in the laboratory frame and use was made of the well-known dispersion relation for the photon in a plasma &u = (~~'+k"'c')'~'. Equation (3) wave has the form of E, =E, sink"(x -x, ), B, =B,sink"(x -x, ), and p, =p""" +p,cosk"(x -x, ) for the interval of x = [50&,81.4&] with x, = 506.
With this assignment, the wave packet has a spectrum in k with a peak around k =k"and= (v~'+k"'c')'~', and propagates in the forward x direction approximately retaining the original polarization. In this series of simulations, a run with larger c means larger~, longer photon train I"and stronger E"since~~is taken to be constant. Figure 1 shows an early stage of the system development.
The phase-space plot [p, vs x in Fig. 1(b) ] indicates a strong modulation in the p, distribution within the photon wave-packet location. A kink structure extends behind the packet ending at the packet starting point (x -506) with a net motion of the particles in the positive p" direction. Figure 1(a) shows p"vs x; this should be compared to Fig. 1(b 
512 already a set of electrons is accelerated to large positive P"momenta by the wake plasmon, exemplified by the long stretching armlike phasespace pattern [ Fig. 1(a) ] . These arms keep stretching to large momenta.
The wake plasmon structure is also apparent in the plot of the longitudinal electric fields [ Fig.   1(c) 0.6 of the theoretical maximum value for a cold plasma. As time progresses, the photons continue to emit the plasmon wake leaving a longer and longer plasma wave train. Figure 2 shaped spectrum evolves into a multipeak structure with a roughly equal, but slightly increasing, separation in wave number as 0 approaches k~. This indicates that the photons with peak wave number k"decay into the photons with 0'-= k" -nk~and nI'=&a-n~, (n an integer) through successive or multiple forward Raman scattering instabilities. As co' decreases, the photon group velocity decreases. This process is simply the photon deceleration caused by the emission and drag of the wake plasmons. The For various photon frequencies (nI/re~), we measure the maximum electron energy achieved. The simulation results are given by the dots in Fig. 2(b) . These points should be compared with the theoretical prediction, Eq. (8) (solid line). We find that the (uI/nI~) 
